
Does & Does not 

• Does enable endless design configurations. 
• Does simplify the entire building process. Removes a lot of the guesswork. 
• Does enable you to combine a water feature with a raised garden creating one-of-a-kind 

combinations. 
• Does make it easier to build a waterfall by enabling you to make terraced enclosures to stabilize the 

perimeter and prevent the most common cause of water loss. 
• Does enable you to stack levels of boards to raise your pond above grade.  
• Does form a stable pond edge preventing edge settlement. Ground settlement along a ponds edge is 

one of the most common reason your pond can mysteriously lose water 
• Does make it easier to create a level edge around the pond during the construction phase.  
• Does allow you to make minor adjustments to the water level enabling you to adjust the boards up 

or down. 
• Does anchor the ponds edge to the ground preventing frost heaving the pond edge. The anchor 

stake design locks into the soil as it freezes.  
• Does enable you to build your pond higher to prevent undesirable runoff from entering the pond. 
• Does provide a way to build a French drain along the outside of your ponds edge catching water 

from a slope above before it reaches your pond.  
• Does allow the opportunity for adding an attached pond at a later date. (Room for expansion.) 
• Does NOT enable you to build free standing ponds “pools “above 3 board levels for small ponds 

(identify width and length) and 2 board levels for larger ponds (identify width and height). The larger 
the pond the fewer board levels you can build due to the additional water weight pressure. The 
concept is to grade soil up against the outside walls which enables you to plant close to the ponds 
edge which reduces the need for stone around the pond’s perimeter. This eliminates the stone 
necklace effect creating a more natural look combining plants and stones.  

 


